DON'T LET SOLAR GO TO WASTE!
Simplifying Solar PV Recycling
www.recyclePV.solar

Partners Solar CowboyZ™, PV Cycle™ and RINOVASOL™ are the first and only dedicated
companies in the photovoltaic industry to offer a comprehensive nationwide PV
recycling program. Our goal is to keep solar PV materials out of landfills and to reuse all
components that are salvageable. Please be aware new governmental regulations have
been developed requiring solar PV companies to responsibly process used or damaged
solar panels, which may be classified as hazardous material.
For further information on this service, please visit our website at: www.recyclePV.solar
The recycle program features include:
1. A payment for solar panels that can be rebuilt (non-broken glass).
2. A reasonable fee-structure charged to responsibly recycle solar panels that
have broken glass or major structural damage.
3. Membership benefits for marketing, branding and discounted processing fees.
How it works
Anyone can now recycle solar!

1. To begin the process, fill out and submit the application form: CPF-917-simple
form, to indicate quantity, type of panels, and their location.
2. We will review the initial application form and respond with further instructions.
3. If the information submitted looks positive, then we may ask for more details
which will allow us to give a formal quote with either a cost to recycle or
payment for “refurbishable” panels.
4. We can arrange for your recyclable panels to be picked up at your location or
they can be delivered to our facilities.
Additional Membership Benefits
Membership is offered to solar panel manufacturers, installers, distributors, utilities,
solar system owners, developers and solar finance companies who have an ongoing
need to recycle solar panels.
It is the responsibility of the PV industry to be environmentally conscious in all our
processes and procedures, including the handling of panels that are damaged or have
reached the end of their useful life. Membership collectively reduces the cost to process

used and damaged solar panels, while helping to keep our planet green. Having the PV
Cycle™ logo associated with your products assures that there is a system in place to
deal with refurbishment or responsible recycle. Just as important as the UL™ logo
placed on electronic devices and in literature, when our logo is displayed, it’s
understood that your product and solar systems are backed by a comprehensive
program for recycling.
Your company can join TODAY in our program for $1,250 annually.

ABOUT SOLAR COWBOYZ
Solar CowboyZ is a worldwide industry leader in the renewable energy industry. Our diverse and cross-functional
team of consultants collectively brings to you over 100 years of renewable energy experience. This gives us the
unique ability to thoroughly counsel you in renewable energy technologies including: solar PV recycling, residential
and commercial solar/photovoltaic energy, offgrid power systems, micro-grids, backup power and inverter
technology.
RINOVASOL
RINOVASOL is a comprehensive group of companies incorporating production, R&D, trade, and consulting. Rinovasol
is the world’s largest and most specialized solar panel refurbishment group. Our refurbished products have received
the CB Certification for quality and power output and are insured with one of the biggest insurance companies of
Germany, the state-owned Versicherungskammer Bayern.

ABOUT PV CYCLE
A non-profit, member-based organization, PV CYCLE offers collective and tailor-made waste management and legal
compliance services for companies and waste holders around the world. Founded in 2007 by and for the PV industry,
PV CYCLE today includes a broad range of waste product services in its portfolio.
*Thin Film and non-crystalline panels are not currently part of our program.
**Coming soon, inverter and battery recycle program.
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